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INTRODUCTION 
One major rur,,osa of th o re se arc h conducted by human relations 
agencies has been to det ermine the correl ates of prejudice. The 
analysis of dat a has persisten tl y ai.m3d at identifying those groups 
within the population among whom t he incidence of prejudice is higher. 
If such groups can be identif ie d, programs to reduce prejudice can be 
desi gned espec ially for them. 
However, th er e is a s t.ra n~ fe eling in the American society that 
ce rt ai n grou rs ,1 1 tho population are congenitally inferior to others . 1 
These ar e the et hnic minority groups, such as the Negro, the Spanish-
American, the Oriental, the Jew, and the American Indian . Such a con-
ception is a significant one in prejudic e r egardle ss of what the 
minority is. Few issues in the field of so ci al psychology, or in 
sociology, are more vexing than the relative importance of various 
social factors in the formation of attitudes. 
Many studies have been made regard l n1 racial prejudice and the 
individual, but fewer studi es have ba ,on made on racial attitudes of 
whole communities toward ethnic minority groups in the United States . 
1Robin M. Williams, Jr . , American Society (New York : Alfred A. 
Knopf and Company, 1956), p. 438-439. 
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Statement of the Problem 
This research stud y is concerned with the racial attitudes in 
Logan City, Utah, tm,ar d ethn ic minority groups, with special emphasis 
on attitu des toward Negroes. 
Definition of Terms 
The following terms are significant to this study and thus need 
defining: 
Race: For our purposes a race is a human group which is culturally 
defined in a given society . This group is consider ed dif ferent from 
others by virtue of ascribed and/or visible physic al characteristics . 2 
Prejudice: Prejudice has been defined as an avertive or hostile 
attitude toward a group, simply because he belongs to that 3rou;,, and 
is therefore presumed to have objectionable qualities as cribed to the 
group .3 
Racial Prejudice: Racial prejudice is a sys te 1 of reciprocal 
relations of stereotypy, discrimination, and segre; ation existing be-
tween human groups which are considered as ra ce s. Racial prejudice 
is a special case of prejudice, which may assume many forms (cultural, 
ethnic, class, religious, etc.).4 
Negro : Anyone known to have Negro ancestry is a Negro in the 
United States. 
2carter V. Good, Dictionary of Education (New York: McGraw- Hill 
Book ColilJ)8lly, Inc . , 1959), p. 436. 
3Gordon W. Allport, The Nature of Prejudice (Boston, Massachusetts: 
The Beacon Press, 1954), p . 7. 
¼cod, p. 436. 
3 
Racial Discrimination : The denial of certain rights or privileges 
to some individuals on the basis of race or color is racial discrim-
ination.5 
5rbid., p. 17s 
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REVIEW OF LITERATUR°"' 
Recently much attention has been given to the phenomenon of prej-
udice, Studies in this field usually emphasize prejudice directed 
toward a minority group on the part of a majority or dominant group. 
According to Rosenblum, prejudice is directly related to social 
cl a ss identification, i . e . , the higher one's social class status iden-
tification, the more likely he is to be prejudiced toward ethnic 
group s .6 He further states, "That there is no significant statistical 
r ela ti on between prejudice toward ethnic group and church affiliations . 117 
The studies of Bettelheim and Janowitz, 8 Greenblum and Pearlin,9 
and Silberstein and Seeman,10 found that the downwardly mobile and per-
haps th e upwardly mobile are more prejudiced than persons stable in 
status . 
In Fre eman' s studies, it was found that socio-economic status tends 
to be inversely related to prejudice toward Negroes,11 
6Abraham L. Rosen,l um, "Et hnic Prejudice as Related to Social Cla s s 
and Religiosity, " Soci ology and Social Research, XVIII (March 1959), p . 
274-275 , 
7Ibid . 
8Bruno Bet telheim and Morris Janowitz, Dynamics of Prejudi ce (New 
York : Harper and Brothers, 1950), p . 36 . 
9Joseph Greenblum and Leonard I. Pearlin, "Vertical Mobility and 
Prejudice: A Socio-Psychological Analysis," in Reinhard Bendix and 
Semour Martin Lipset, eds ., Class, Status, and Power (Glencoe, Illinois: 
The Free Press, 1953), Chapter 6. 
iq,.red B. Silberstein and Melvin Seeman, "Social Mibility and Pre-
judice," American Journal of Socio lo gy, LXV (November 1959), p . 260-262. 
llnonald Freeman, "Status Discrepancy and Prejudice," American 
Journal of Sociology, ~ (March 1966), p. _ 210. 
Stouffer found that four-fifths of his Air Force enlisted men 
said "no" to the idea of desegregated group crews; but only one-third 
of the northern solidiers and two-thirds of the southerners personally 
disapproved of working with Negroes, 12 
This finding of Stouffer indicates a kind of fair-weather tolerance , 
which is affected by the situation. Moreover, in a coal mining to wc1, 
Minard found that the majority of Negro and white miners easily fo ll m: 
a traditional pattern of integration below ground, but a rigid pattern 
of segregation on the surface . 13 Simpson and Yinger conclude from their 
survey of the literature that: 
Many studies show that individual behavior can be modified 
by changes in the situation, independently of personality ••• 
a very high proportion of persons have tendencies toward non-
discrimination that may be called out by strategic situational 
changes, even thou gh such tendencies normally are dormant,14 
Rose has c.a:,0:1 th is point of view: 
I ndividual prejudice is unrelated to inter group conflict 
and that such racial prejud i ce varies directly with changes 
in the social situation, and not with fluctuations in indi-
vidual attitudes.15 
Raab and Lipset have observed that "prejudiced attitudes do not 
necessarily lead to prejudiced behavior. 1116 
12s . A, Stouffer, The American Soldier: Ad"ustment Durin A 
Life, I (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1949, p. 579, 
13R. D. Minard, "Race Rel at ions in the Pocahontas Coal Field," 
Journal of Soci al Issues, VIII (1952), p. 29-44 , 
14c. E. Simpson and J .M. Yinger, Racial and Cultural Minorities 
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1958), p. 780, 
15Arnold Rose, "Intergroup Relations vs . Prejudice: Pertinent 
Theory for Social Changes," Social Problems, IV (1956), p . 173-176. 
16
s . M. Lipset and E . Raab, Prejudice and Society (New York: 
Anti-Defamation League, 1959), p. 11. 
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Studies on the Effect of Equal-Status Work Contact 
Broph y found a very marked reduction in anti-Negro prejudice 
among white merchant seamen who had shipped one or more times with 
Negro sailors .17 
Merton, West, and Jahoda found a moderate increase in favorable 
attitudes toward interracial housing projects among lower-class white 
tenants in such a project who had previously worked with Negroes as 
compared with those who had not had this experience.18 
Deutsch and Collins, however, found only a slight and statistically 
unreliable relationship between work experience and attitudes toward 
Negroes among white housewives in a segregated biracial public housing 
project .19 
I rish's study reoorted that the combination of a favorable com-
munit y atmosphere, a highiy selected group of ethnic newcomers, and 
the fr i endl y personal contacts made possible by living in the same 
bloc k, produced favorable changes in the attitudes of Boulder residents 
toward Japanese-Americans . Casual and impersonal contacts with the 
same newcomers, in the same community atmosphere, were significantly 
less effective in improving attitudes. 20 
17s . N. Brophy, "The Luxury of Anti-Negro Prejudices," Public 
Opinio n. nua_!terly, IX (1946), p. 456-466. 
1
~. K. Merton, s. Patricia West, and Marie Jahoda, Social Fictions 
and Social Facts: The cs of Race Relations in Hilltown (New York : 
Columbia University Bureau of Applied Social Research, 1949, p. 200. 
19M. Deutsch and Har~, E . Collins, Interracial Housing: 
chological Evaluation of a Social Experiment (Minneapolis: 
of ¥,inne sot a Press, 1951), p . 100. 
A Psy-
University 
2Ln. P. I rish, "Reactions of Caucasian Resident s to Ja,,,:mese-
American Neighbors," Journal of Social Issues, VIII (1952), No. 1, p . 10-17. 
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Allport and Kramer, in reportin g the re sults of their study of the 
attitu des of college students toward Jews and Negroes, found that con-
tact betwee n members of groups having the same economic and social 
status improved f ri endly relations between them. 21 
Smith found a significant gain in f avorableness of attitudes toward 
Negroes on the part of 46 graduate students who were taken to Harlem 
on visits which included lectures by Negroes and participation in teas 
and dinners with Ner ro hosts and guests.22 
Tumin, ·,P.rton, ri d Burris give us a clue about the impact of formal 
education upon behavior. 23 They claim that as formal education in-
creases there tend to occur noticeable shifts from traditionalism to 
secularism in general social philosophy. Brophy has evidence for a 
similar contention.24 
Research findings indicate that extensive contact with minority 
groups is related to increased tolerance toward those groups. Numer-
ous investigators have found increased tolerance toward Negroes as a 
consequence of working with Negroes,25 
21.c. W. Allport and B. M. Kramer, "Some Roots of Prejudice, 11 
!L9.urnal of Psychology, XXII (1946), p. 9-39, 
22·; . T. Smith, An Experiment in Modifying Attitudes Toward the 
nc-;ro c-:~·.t York: Teachers College, Columbia University Press, 1944), 
µ. 110. 
2
~elvin Tumin, Paul Barton, and Bernie Burris, "Education, Prej-
udice and Discrimination," American Sociolo~ ical Review, XXIII (Feb-
ruary 1958), p. 41-49 , 
24rra N. Brophy, "The Luxury of Anti-Negro Prejudice," Public 
Opinion Quarterly, IX (Winter 1945), p . 456-466. 
25For example, Harry S. Brown and George W. Albee, "The Effect of 
Integrated Hospital Experiences on Racial Attitudes: A Discordant Note, 11 
Social Problems, XII (Winter 1966), p. 325. 
8 
Samuelson, in her analysis of an NORC study, concludes that gen-
eral education does diminish prejudice. 26 Harding and his associates, 
reviewing the literature in 1954, stat e t hat the most consistent 
finding is a negative correlation between prejudice of all kinds and 
amounts of formal education.27 Allport disagrees, however, with those 
enthusiasts who claim that the whole problem of prejudice is a matter 
of education.28 Samuelson actually agrees that some aspects of prej-
udice are not affected by education.29 
Of particular relevance to current study is the work done by 
Mauss on race attitudes among Mormons.JO The Mormon Church has a lay 
priesthood which is bestowed generally upon all male members over 12 
years of age, but it is officially withheld from any Church member of 
"Hamitic" (African) lineage. This policy originates in Divine fiat, 
according to Mormon teachings. Since this proscription against Negroes 
is made explicit in contemporary Church policy and in Mormon (extra-
biblical) scriptures, it constitutes a kind of ecclesiastical discrim-
ination that is not only condoned but unequivocally required by the 
Church hierarchy . 
Mauss' study found no eviden~e of a carry-over of the Mormon 
doctrine about the Negro int0 secular civil life. He concluded that 
21>J3. Samuelson, "Does 'iducation Diminish Prejudice?" The Journal 
of Social Issues, I (August i q45), p . 11-13, 
27 J. Harding, ''Preju di ce and Ethnic Relations , ,. Handbook of Psy-
~ (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 
1945), p . 1039. 
28Allport, p. 39, 
29samuelson, p. 13 , 
30Armand L. Mauss, ''Mormonism and Secular Attitudes Toward Negroes, 11 
Pacific Sociological Review, (Fall, 1966), p. 91-99. 
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racism in Utah might be related to the rural and small-town environ-
ment in much of the Mountain West (as in other parts of the country), 
or i t might be the sickness of individual Mormon bigots, who would 
fi nd some oth er way to rationalize their racis m, even if the Mormon 
Church were without its pecular "Negro doctrin - . j l However, Mauss' 
sample was taken from California Mormons, whi ch leaves the question of 
Mormon race attitudes in Utah open for investigation. 
Swmnary of the Literature 
The above survey of literature suggests the following: 
l. That socio-economic status tends to be inversely related to 
prejudice, with status - stable persons less likely to be prejudiced 
than mobile persons. 
2. Individual att i tude s and behavior can be modified by changes 
in the social situation. 
3. Social contact between equals reduces prejudices. Equal 
status work contact between white and Negroes may produce favorabl e 
changes in attitudes among white workers, small favorable changes, or 
no changes at all, depending primarily on the nature of work and the 
type of attitude measurement. 
4 . Education diminishes prejudice, at least for some, although 
there is not unanimity on this among scholars. 
31Ibid .; see also, Armand L. Mauss, "Mormonism and the Negro: 
Faith, Folklore, and Civil Rights," Dialogue, II:4(Winter 1967), p. 38-39, 
Hyr ot heses for this Study 
As a result of the above review of literature, the following 
hypothe ses emerged to guide this study: 
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1 . Attitudes toward Negroes and other minorit y groups in Logan 
would be dependent primarily upon education level and other secular 
influences such as the rural-urban differ ence, age, and region of 
orig in, with t he greatest racial prejudice expected among those from 
lower education levels, inland regions, rural upbrin gin g, and older 
age-levels . 
2. Race attitudes in Logan would also be partly dependent upon 
reli gious differences, as follows: (a) Mormons would be more li kely 
to show racial prejudice than would non-Mormons; and (b) among Mormons, 
those who accept without question the Church policy on the Negro would 
be more likely to show prejudice, toward Negroes as well as toward 
othe rs, tha n would those doubtin g or re j ecting the Church polic y. 
3. Those residents, whether Mormon or non-Mormon, who had some 
early contact with, or exposure to, Negroes on an equal-status basis 
would be less likely to hold prejudiced attitudes than would those with 
li t tle or no such exposure. 
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DATA AND METH0OOLOGY 
The Stucly Population Universe 
Logan's population is characterized by considerable homogeneity 
of regional, race, and religious background. Virtually all residents 
are of English, Scandinavian and/or German ethnic origin, and more than 
80 per cent are of the Latter-Day Saint (Mormon) religion. The popu-
lation of about 20,000 i s small enough to allow for a reasonably sized 
sample to be drawn from the entire community. Knowledge of and exper-
ience in the community indicate that almost all the peopl e are life-long 
r 9sidents, largely home-owning and middle class. The middle class con-
st itutes 95 per cent of the population, with lower and upper classes 
(if any), making up the other 5 per cent. 
The culture is small-city urban, but not cosmopolitan. Logan City 
is located in Cache Valley, Utah, and has one of the few American 
economies founded mainly for a religious purpose, dominated by religious 
sentiments, and managed by religious leaders. 
Agriculture provides direct support for approximately 33 per cent 
of the population; manufacturing supports about 8 per cent; construction 
another 6 per cent; and the remainder of the population is supported 
by the local Utah State University, and by a variety of supply and service 
industries and occupations based mainly on agriculture. 
The city itself was established in 1870, when the price of lots 
was fixed at $3,50 an acre. Today, it is one of the two major marketing 
and distribution centers of Cache Valley. 
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It is ess ~nt ially a middle class residential area. The dominant 
subculture, derived from the dominant religion, is Mormon (formally the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, or simply 111DS"), and 
most of the political power is wielded by Mormona,32 
The sample 
The sample on which this study is baaed was a random sample of 
Logan adults. Twelve hundred individuals were selected from the tele-
phone directory of Logan, Utah. Every thirteenth name was chosen, at 
ran dom, omitting the names of university students and of those obviously 
and exoticall y fo reign, so that the sample, insofar as possible, would 
incl ude or,l ; "typical" residents. 
Instrument 
The testing instrument use d f or th e study was the questionnaire 
included in the Appendix. The questions were of the multiple-choice 
kind , enabling the respondent to express degrees of agreement or dis-
agreement, and/or to add brief statements. As few quest ions as possible 
were used, but enough were included to receive an adequate attitudinal 
overvi ew fro m the community respondents under study. Some questions 
deli berately employed a certain degree of subterfuge. For example , 
'..lumbers 4 and 5 were worded in such a way as to make it easier for those 
wi th anti- Negro attitudes to express them; and the social distance scale 
on the first page of the questionnaire included the names of thre e 
32Most of the information in the last few paragraphs is taken from 
Joe l E. Ricks and Everett L. Cooley, eds . , The History of a Valley--
Cache Valley, Utah- I daho (Logan, Utah: Cache Valley Centennial Com-
mission, 1956), supplemented by a few personal findings and observations 
based upon a year's residence in Logan. 
f i ctitious "ethnic" groups (Jacobins, Grenovians, and Rov ;·1ians) to 
elicit some indic ation of generalized prejudice against out-groups . 
Dat a- ga t hering ·orocedure 
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The quest i onnaires were mailed durin g April, 1968, together with 
the following items: 
l . A post card to be returned stating that the respondent had 
completed the questionnaire and returned it. This made is possible to 
keep the questionnaires themselves anonymous, while still permitting 
fo llow-up on non-respondents . 
2. A self-addresse d emel 1pe for the return of the questionnaire . 
Through the University's publicity office, a special effort was 
made to gain the good-will of the comnrunity for the questionnaire. 
Articles describing favorably the research project and testing instru-
ment were carried by all of the local newspapers and radio stations f or 
se veral days before the mailing. 
Follow-up 
Respondents were given two or three weeks to complete and mail 
back the questionnaires . An appeal was then made through t he r adio and 
newspapers. After another week, post-cards were sent to the respondent s 
for whom there were no return post-cards on file, reminding them to 
complete and mail their questionnaires . Out of 1200 quest i onnaires 
sent out, 452 were returned completed. Since 180 names ir th e sample 
wer e subsequently found to have moved away, the net r et urn was 452 out 
of 1020 or 45 per cent . In addition to the 452 valid questionnaires 
r eturned, some 30 more were returned completely bla nk (thus requirin g 
the payment of return posta ge in vain) . This would seem to indicate a 
degree of protest or hostility in the community toward the survey 
l4 
(probably toward any such survey) . Just how widespread this hostility 
was ( despite all publis relations efforts!) is dift'icult to estimate, 
but presumably it was only "the tip of the iceberg." 
The Independent Variables 
Although the instrument would obviously permit study of a great 
range of dependant and independent variables, this preliminary study 
is limited to the effects of the following independent variables: 
The scale of presumptive secularization 
The Mauss study (cited in footnote 30) found that certain social 
background variables had the effect, respectively, of reducing the 
tendency to hold negativ e attitudes toward Negr oes. (Such accords, of 
course, with the res ear ch of others as well.) These variables are 
es pecially : region of origin, rural vs. urban origin, age, and education 
leve l. Such factors are also those believed to have the greatest "sec-
ularizing" influence, that is, the factors influencing people to think 
in secular, rationalistic ways, rather than in religious or traditional 
ways.33 A nominal scale was built from the responses to question s about 
the above variables . The resultant scale of 0-15 was r educed to the 
fo ur cate gories of very low, low, medium, and high (with the first two 
combined for non-Mor mons because of extremely small sub-sample sizes). 
Use of this "Scale of Presumptive Secularization" as an indepe ndent 
variable has the effect, of course, of controlling simultane ocs ly fo r 
the f actors which comprise it. Accordin gly , separate controls for 
33Tumin, et al. 
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education, age, etc., were not employed in the analysis. Table l shows 
t he distribution of the responden t s on this scale. 
Scal e of childhood exposure 
This scale was used to measure the degree of exposure that the 
r espondents had had with minority groups while growing up. One of the 
moat widely accepted principles of intergroup relation s is the declara-
t ion that "if people only knew each other better," t here would be less 
prej udice and hostility . The underlying hypothesis is that contact be-
twee n racial groups reduces prejudice and hostility.34 
Two items in the instrument indicated the amount of childhood ex-
posure t o Negroes and to other ethnic groups: No. II asked, "As a 
child or youth, did you ever play with any youngsters from any of the 
fo ll owing groups ?" No. I I I a sked, "While you were growing up, among 
which of these gro ups, j f any, did you have any close friends or 
nei ghbor s ?" 
Fro m these two items, a "Scale of Childhood Exposure to Negroe " 
was cons tru cted, with a range of 0-5 . A score of 4 or 5 was considered 
"hi.gh, 11 3 "medium, " 1 or 2 "low, 11 and the rest "zero . 11 The overwhelm-
ing majority of th e sample, Mormon and non-Mormon, scored "zero, 11 
making t he sub-sample sizes of the other categories very small. Table 
2 shows the distribution of the respondents on this scale. 
34J. Milt on Yinger, "Beyond Legal Equality: The Contact Hypothesis," 
A Minorit y Gro~ i n Ameri can Societ y (tlew York: McGraw-Hill Book Com-
l'"ny, ]<'(,,) , , 119. (See also fo otn otes 17 through 25 herein . ) 
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Dependent Variables 
Several i t ems were used as indi cators of attitudes toward Negroes . 
These made poss ible some estimate of prejudice, stereo-typing , and 
good- or ill-will : "It's too bad, but in general Negroes seem to have 
inferior intelligence when compared to whites . 11 "Most Negro neighbo r -
hoods are run down because Negroes simply don't take care of prop erty." 
"A lot of Negroes blame white people for their positions in life, but 
the main pro blem is that the average Negro doesn't work hard enough in 
school and in his job. 11 
•n, i ·ato r s of segregationist tendencies were found in these ques -
tions: "It would probably be better for whites and Negroes to attend 
s eparate churc hes or wards . " "I would be glad to have a Negro for din-
ner in my home. " Segregationist tendencies in housing were ind ic ated 
by res poneeis to thi .s question: "Suppose you owned your own home and 
severa l (Negro ) (Mexican) (Orie ntal) (American Indian) families moved 
int o your bl ock. Fr ankly , would you be apt to move elsewhere if you 
could get a fair pri.ce for your home?" Table 3 shows the distribution 
of Mormon and non-Mormon res pondents on items indicating prejudice and 
disc r imination . 
Besides genera l atti tudes and segregationist tendencies, the thi rd 
kind of dependent variable studied is social distance , measured by a 
vers ion of the well -known Bogar dus Social Distance Scale . Page 1 of 
the instrument (see Appendix) shows which ethnic groups besides Negroes 
were includ ed in the Bogardus Scale . Scores on this scale consisted 
of simple arit hmetic means for the various sub-samples studied: the 
~mltll er th e me&n scor e of a category of respondents (out of a possibl e 
7), the more t olerance and intimacy with a given ethnic group would be 
17 
acceptable to the r espondents . Table 4 shows the means of the total 
sample of res pondents, by ~~l i gious affiliation, for selected ethnic 
groups in the Bogar dus Sa l e. 
18 
FINDINGS 
Having explained briefly the main dependent and i ndependent var-
i able s in volve d in this st udy, we can now consider what we have asc er -
tained about the relationships among them. 
We shall first have a rapid overview of the four initial t Ables 
referred to above, in order to emphasize the significance of some of 
the gross findings. From the Totals in the first table, we can see 
t hat three -fourths of the respondents are Mormon or LOS, and one-fourth 
are non-LDS. Though various religious affiliations (and a number of 
non-af fi litations) are, of course, represented in •,'Je latter category, 
t he sub- sample was too sma'l to make further div Dion by religious 
affiliation very pract jc ~- This distribution, as between LDS and non-
LDS, is roughly compar able to the actual population dist ributio n in 
Logan, with a small LDS under-representation here. 
Table 1 also shows us that there is a great discrepancy between 
t he LOS and non-LDS distributions on the Scale of Presumptive Secular-
i ,zatio n . While only 15 per cent of the non-LDS sample ranks "low" or 
"very l ow" on the scale, the corresponding figure for the Mormon sample 
i s 57 per cent (21 per cent+ 36 per cent) . Half of the non-LDS sample 
i e "high " in pre sumptive secularization, compared to 9 per cent of the 
LDS. Thus the two religious categories in question differ greatly not 
only in re ligion, but also in the extent of secularizing experiences 
they have had . No rese archer can afford to overlook this datum in di s -
cuss ing differe nces between the Mormons and their nei ghbors in Logan. 
Nwnber 
% of each 
religious 
group 
% of total 
sample 
TABLE 1 
DISTRIBUTION OF ALL RESPONDENTS, BY RELIGION, ON THE 
SCALE OF PRESUMPI'IVE SECULARIZATION 
(Scale derived from combining the factors of education le vel, rural/ 
urban origin, region of origin, and age . ) 
Ve~ Low Low Medium High Totals 
LOS Non-LOS* LOS Non-LOS LOS Non-LOS LOS Non-LOS LOS Non-1DS 
70 - 121 18 112 43 31 57 334 118 
J. ,J. .J, -1- .J, J. J. J .J, 
21% - 36% 15% 34% 36% 
"" 
4% 100% 100% 
15% 1 27% 4% 25% 91, 7% 13% 74% 26% 
*Combined with 11Low11 because of an extremely small number of cases. 
1--
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I n Table 2 we see an even greater disparity between Mormons and 
others in the extent of the childhood exposure to Negroes they have 
had . Of the Mormons in Logan, 89 per cent r eport no exposur e at all, 
with anoth er 5 per cent havin g had slight exposure, and only 6 per cent 
reporting high exposure . In contrast, whil e mor e th an half of the non-
Mormons re port little or no exposure to Negroes while growing up, 42 
per cent have had medium or high exposure. To be more specific, our 
scale of exposure was constructed in such a way that medium exposure 
sig nifies at least hav i ng lived as a child in a neighborhood with Negroes , 
and/or having play ed with Negro children. Such experiences are, not 
surprising ly , rare for LOS resi dents of Cach e Vall ey. 
The comparison between LOS and non-LOS r espons es on Table 3 shows 
a consistent l y hi gher rate of negative feeling for the LOS, and the 
perc enta ge- point differences are very large. Api:roximat el y two- thir ds 
of the ~ sample, compared to roughly half that r ate for th e ·1on-LOS, 
apparen t ly believe that Negroes as a group do not care for t heir prop-
erty and don't work hard enough. Furthermore, the LOS are twice as 
likely, or more, than the non-IDS, to prefer separate churches and 
neighborho ods, not only for Negroes, but (where housing is concern ed) 
for Ori entals , Mexicans, and American Indians as well. In Table 4 we 
see the same kind of gap between Mormon and non-Mormon preferences and 
att itudes . To be sure, the Mormons, on the average, could hardly be 
called~ discriminatory her e , for the score of 3. 0 on Negroes in-
dic ates that members of t his et , .. i c group would be acceptable to the 
average Mormon as next-door nei ghbors, at least (but, presumably, not 
so for the 54 per cent of t he Mormons who indicated, on Table 3, that 
t hey would move away if Negroes moved i n). 'Jevertheless, what ever 
ethnic gr oup on the list we cons inzr , " ' f;nd that the Mormons, on th e 
Number 
% of each 
religious 
group 
% of total 
sample 
TABLE 2
DISTRIBUTION OF ALL RESPONDENTS, BYRELIGION, ON THE 
SCALE OF CHILDHOOD EXPOSURE TO NEGROES 
Zero Low Medium High 
LDS ~n-LDS LDS Non-LDS LDS Non-LDS LDS Non-LDS 
297 13 18 55 0 26 19 24 
89% 11% 5% 47% 0 22% 6% 2.(JJ, 
66% 3% 4% 12% 0 6% 4% 5% 
Totals 
LDS Non-LDS 
334 118 
100% 100% 
74% 26% 
"' I-' 
DISTRIBUTION OF ALL lUSFONDENTS, BY RELIGION, ON INDICATORS 
OF PREJUDICE AND DISCRIMINATION 
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%'s answering "agree strongly" 
or "agree somewhat" to state-
ments at left 
Indi cators of Prejudic e 
1. It I s too bad , but in genera l i ' c-
groes seem to have inferior in-
te l lig enc e when compared to whites 30% 
2. Most Negro neighborhoods are run 
down because Negroes simply don't 
t ake care of property • 6% 
3. A lot of Negroes blame white people 
for their position in life, but the 
main problem is that the average Ne-
gr o doesn't work hard enough in 
school and in his job . 61% 
Indicators of Discrimination 
4 . I would be glad to have a Negro 
fo r dinner in nry home . 
5. It would probably be better for 
whites and Negroes in each denom-
ination to attend separate churches 
or wards 38% 
6. Suppose you owned your own home and 
several Negro families moved into 
your block . Frankly, would you be 
apt to move elsewhere if you could 
get a fair price for your house? 
% who would "probably" or "almost 
certainly" move 54% 
7. % who would "probably" or "almost 
certainly" move away if an Oriental 
f amily moved in • 22% 
8. % who would "probably" or "almost 
cert ainly " move away if an American 
Indi an family moved in 25% 
9. % who would "probably" or "almost 
cert <,jn ly" move away i f a 
Mexic an family moved in • 40% 
N's (100%) 334 
Combined 
12% 26% 
37% 63% 
27% 54% 
13% 32% 
26% 47% 
1% 
% 21% 
34% 
ll8 452 
MEAN SCORES OF ALL RESFQNDENTS, BY RELIGION, ON THE 
BOGARDUS SOCIAL DISTANCE SCALE@ 
Mean Social Distance Scores 
Ethnic Group LDS Non-LDS Combined 
1. Chinese 2.6 1. 8 2.4 
2. Grenoviane* 2.9 1.8 2.6 
3 . American Indians 2.2 1.7 2.1 
4 . Japanese 2.3 1.8 2.2 
5. JeW'l!I 2.1 1.5 1.9 
6. Jacobins* 3.1 2.0 2.8 
7. Mexicans 2 .6 1.8 2 .4 
8. Negroes 3.0 2.2 2.9 
9 . Rovenians* 2.9 1.7 2 .6 
N's (100%) 334 U8 452 
®The Bogardus Social Distance Scale, with a range of 1 to 7, 
includes the following items : 
1 = would marry into this group 
2 = would have as close friends 
3 = would have as next-door neighbors 
4 = would work in the same office or room 
5 = would have only as speaking acquaintances 
6 = would have only as visitors to my nation 
7 = would debar from my nation 
*Fictitious "ethnic groups" deliberately included to provide some 
indication of generalized social distance preferences toward 
"outsiders. 11 
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avera ge , prefer from one-half to one whole step greater social dis t ance 
on the scale than do non-Mormons. One interesting and amusing addi-
tio nal observation might be made about this table: In general, the 
fi ctitious groups on the list elicit the greatest social distance scores; 
this is especially true for the LDS, whose social distance scores for 
th e Negroes and for the three fictitious groups are almost the same, 
We believe that thin reflects a generalized tendency of our re~pond ents 
to prefer to avoid the unknown, including Negroes, who, for most ~ogan 
residents, are perhaps as "unknown" as "Rovenians. 11 
We have seen a lar ge and consistent difference between Mormons and 
non-Mormons in this Logan sample in their attitudes toward Negroes and 
othe r ethnic groups, with the Mormons always appearin g the less favorably 
disposed. However, we have also seen, from Tables 1 and 2, that Mormons 
diff er fr om non-Mormons in far more than religion, We are entitled to 
ask, th erefore, whether the differ ences between these two groups in 
their attitudes can be attributed to religious factors, or to such 
secular factors as degree of childhood exposure to Negroes, education 
level, age, community of origin, and t he like, which are also grossly 
different for the Mormon and non-Mormon samples. Table 5 gives us some 
data relevant to this question, although we are hampered there by some 
very small sub-samples. Controlling for secularizing experiences seems, 
generally speaking, to brin g the Mormons and non-Mormons closer to-
gethe r at the lower levels of the scale, while broadening the gap be-
tween them (or leaving it the same) at the medium and high levels. In 
other words, Mormons and non-Mormons that are similarly la ck.illg in ur ban 
cosmopolitan living experiences, in education, and in youth, are sim-
ilarly negative in their attitudes toward Negroes and others. Mormons 
are, at this lower end of the scale, actually considerably more favorably 
TABLE 5: DIFFERENCES IN ATTITUDES TOWARD NEGROES AND OTHERS BY RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION, 
WITH PRESUMPI'IVE S CULARIZATION CONTROLLED 
(Figures are percents in each category ar.swering "agree strongq" or "agree somewhat") 
Rank on Presumptive Secularization Scale ww/:i.en LQw* Medium High 
LDS Non-LDS LDS Non-LDS LDS Non-LDS 
Abbreviated Q!!estionnaire Items 
Indicators of Prejudice 
1. Negroes have inferior intelligence 33% 44% 25% 9% 29% 9% 
2. Negroes don't care for property 71% 67% 64% 35% 65% 32% 
3. Negroes don't work hard enough 62% 56% 54% 30% 61% Hl% 
Indicators of Discrimination 
4- Would be glad to have a Negro to 
dinner 58% 28% 69% 81% 80% 91% 
5- Whites and Negroes should attend 
separate churches 44% 39% 32% 12% 16% 9% 
6. Would move out if Negroes moved in 60% 72% 46% 23% 42% 16% 
7. Would move out if Orientals moved in 26% 28% 14% 8% 26% 7% 
8. Would move out if Indians moved in 28% 33% 17% 8% 29% 2% 
9- Would move out if Mexicans moved in 44% 67% 30% 14% 4Z/, 11% 
N 1s (100%) = 191 18 112 43 31 57 
* 11ww 11 and "Very Low" categories are combined because of the extremely small N for non-Mormons. 
~ 
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dis posed toward the various ethnic groups, on some items, than are the 
non-Mormons. In the "medium" and "high" columns, however, the Mormons 
remain much less favorable in their attitudes toward Negroes and others 
than do the non-Mormons, and the percentage-point gaps, again, are very 
19.rge. It is true that, as we move from l eft to right on the table 
(from lesser to greater presumptive secul ariza tion), both Mormons and 
n~n-Mormons show a general tendency to decline in negative ethnic at-
titudes, but the decline is far sharper for non-Mormons than for Mor-
rons, suggestin g that religion remains as an i ndependent influence 
affecting attitudes toward ethnic groups. 
This same religious factor, affiliation, i s operative in social 
distance rref erences, as can be seen from Table 6. Once again, at th e 
lower levels of presumptive secularization, the Mormon and non-Mormon 
s~ci al distance scores are very similar for all but the fictitious 
"ethni c groups" and the Jews. (Mormons, for some reason, remain par-
ticularly wary of these fictitious groups all the way across the table). 
I1 the "medium" and "high" columns, we see the same tendencies as in 
T~ble 5; namely, both LOS and non-LOS drop in social distance scores, 
bit the latter remain noticeably less distant toward ethnic groups 
than the former, even at the right end of the table. Once again, 
rel i gio us affiliation seems to have an independent influence. 
There is another relevant religious factor, however, besides mere 
affiliation. As in any religious group, there are Mormons who accept 
with little question whatever the Church teaches, and there are those 
w:io have some doubts. Rather than deal, however, with the larger and 
nore complex question of general religious orthodoxy, we decided to 
aidress ourselves to the particular Mormon doctrine and policy about 
N3groes, which would seem to be more relevant for this study, and to 
TABLE 6: DIFFERENCES IN SOCIAL DISTANCE PREFERENCES TOWARD CERTAIN ETHNIC GROUPS, 
BY RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION, WITH PRESUMPTIVE S CUIARIZATION CONTROLLED 
(Figures are mean scores from a range of 1 to 7 on the Bogardus Social Distance Scale) 
Rank on PS Scale LowLVerz Low* Medium High 
LDS Non-LDS LDS Non-LDS LDS Non-LDS 
Selected Ethnic Groups: 
1. Chinese 2.6 2.8 2.8 1.9 2.3 1.5 
2. 11Grenovians 11 3,0 2.1 3,0 1.8 2,3 1.7 
3, American Indians 2.2 2.3 2.2 1.8 2.1 1.5 
4, Japanese 2.4 2.2 2.3 1.5 2.1 1.8 
5, Jews 2.3 1.6 2.1 1.6 1.8 1.4 
6. 11Jacobins 11 3,2 2,4 3,0 2.1 3,1 1.9 
7, Mexicans 2.8 2,7 2,7 1.9 2.2 1.5 
8. Negroes 3,3 3,2 3,1 2.1 2,5 2.0 
9, 11Rovenians 11 3.0 1.2 3,0 1.7 2.8 1.7 
N's (100%) = 191 18 112 43 31 57 
* 11Low11 and "Very Low" categories are combined on this table because of the extremely 
small N for Non-Mormons. 
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compare those Mormons who strongly believe in this doct r in e with tho se 
demurri ng or expressin g some doubts . The results, again with controls 
for degr ee of presumptive secularization, can be seen in Table 7, Here 
we can see that both the religious and the secular factors are operativ e 
again. In al l f our cat egories of presumptive secularization, those who 
-t ron1sly be lie ve in the Mormon policy toward Negroes are less favorably 
dt rose d t han the doubters L~ th eir attitude s, which would seem to in-
dica.te t hat belief in thi s poli cy does make a difference in secular at-
t Jt udes, not onl y towar d N~3r oes, but toward other ethnic groups as 
well . To be sure, pre sumptive secularization makes a difference too, 
for bot h believers and doubters have a defin i te general tendency to 
decline in negative attitudes as we move across the table. There is 
sone inc ons i stenc y in this general tendency, probably owing to inst a-
bility in some of the very small sub- samples, but the tendency r emains. 
In Tabl e 8, to o, t he reli giou s factor of strong belief in th e Negro 
doctrine , and th e rank on th e secul arization scale both affect attitudes 
to~ard the various ethni c gr oups . As has been true in the past, th e 
religious f actor i s not so important at the lower levels of pr esumptive 
secular i zat i on. In both the "very low'' and the "low" columns, t he 
soci al di stance scores for believers and doubters are very si mil ar ; in 
fact, the doubters turn up actually with higher social dist anc e sco r es 
fo1 seve ral of the ethn i c groups. In the "medium" one, the doubters 
hale grea t er social distance perferences than do the believers. All 
thlngs consi dered, however , one can say, from studying this table, th at 
while soc ial distance scor es decline across the table for both beli ever s 
anc doubters in th e Church's Negro doctrine, the scores do remain 
hi,her f or th e believers , testifying again to an independent effe ct fo r 
t ltis r eli gious factor. 
1'ABLE 7: DIFFERENCES IN ATTITUDES TOWARD NEGROES AND OTHERS AMONG MORMONS BY BELIEF OR DOUBT 
IN CHURCH NEGRO DOCTRINE, WITH PRESUMPI'I VE SECULARI ZATION CONTROLLED 
(Fi gur e111 ar e percents in each cat egory answering "agr ee st r ongly" or "agre e somewhat") 
Rank on Pres umpt i ve Secula r i zat io n Very Low Low Medium High 
Scal e Strong Strong Str~ Strong 
Believers Doubte r s Bel 1rs. Dtrs. Bel ' r s . Dtrs . Bel ' r a . Dtr s . 
Abbreviated Questionnaire It ems 
Indi cators of Prejudi ce 
1. Negroes have inf erio r 
int elligence 45% 36% 31% 26% 27% 17% 43% 0 
2 . Negroes don ' t care for propert y 82% 79', 74% 52% 6'1/, 54% 72% 50% 
3- Negroes don ' t work hard enough 80% 56% 71% 33% 55% 57% 67% 50% 
Indicators of Discrimination 
4 - Would be glad to have a Negro 
f or dinner 50% 36% 67% 71% 65% 77% 7-z,, 100% 
5. Whites and Negroes should 
attend separate churches 54% 64% 38% 3% 38% 17% 1'1/, 0 
6 . Would move out if Negroes 
moved in 5% 57% 61% 5-Z,, 50% 40% 33% 33% 
7 . Would move out if Orientals 
moved in 38% 21% 1'1/, 26% 16% 11% 2'1/, 20% 
8. Would move out if Indians 
moved in 3% 2'1/, 23% 23% 21% 11% 33% 0 
9. Would move out if Mexicans 
moved in 50% 2'1/, 43% 35% 31% 28% 38% 33% 
N's (100%) = 56 14 90 31 77 35 21 10 
1'.l 
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TABLE 8 : DIFFERENCES IN SOCIAL DISTANCE PREFERENCES TOWARD CERTAIN ETHNIC GROUPS, AMONG MORMONS 
BY BELIEF OR DOUBT IN CHURCH NEGRO DOCTRINE, WITH PRESUMPTIVE SECULARIZATION CONTROLLED 
(Figure s are mean score s from a range of l to 7 on the Bogardus Social Distance Scal e) 
Rank on ~c; Scale Very Low Low Medium High 
Strong St.rong Str~ Strong 
Believers Doubters Bel ' r s. Dtrs. Bel ' rs . Dtrs . Bel 'rs. Dtrs. 
Sele cted Ethnic Groupe 
l. Chinese 2.9 2 .6 2 .5 2.4 '2..7 2.4 2.3 2 .;" 
2. 0 Grenovians 11 3.3 4.0 2.6 2.8 3,0 2.5 2.2 J. O 
3 . American Indians 2.3 2.7 2 . 2 2.2 2.3 2.0 2.'2. 1.3 
4, Japanese 2 .6 2.7 2.3 2.2 2. 5 2 .0 2.4 1.5 
5. J ews 2.5 2.4 2.0 2.0 2 . 2 1.9 1.9 1.5 
6. 11Jacobins 11 3,5 4,5 2.9 2.8 3,l 2.6 2.7 3,0 
8. Negroes 3,6 4,1 3,1 2.9 3-3 2.6 2.6 1.8 
9, 11Rovenians 11 3.2 4.0 2.7 2.7 3.2 2.5 2.7 3,4 
N's (100%) = 56 14 90 31 77 35 21 10 
"' 0 
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In answer, t hen, to the question we posed earlier about the 
relative importance of religious and secular factors in explaining the 
differences between Mormons and non-Mormons, we would have to say so 
fa r that both kinds of factors operate. Mormons, like others, tend to 
decline in their negative attitudes toward Negroes and other ethnic 
groups when we apply controls for the various secularizing influences 
represented in our scale ; but, at the same time, Mormons at all degrees 
of secularization tend to be more negative in their attitudes than do 
non- ~ormons, and Mormons strongly believing in the Church doct r ine more 
negative than t hose doubting it. 
There is, however, one more kind of secular factor in this study, 
which we have mentioned but not yet discussed as a possible independent 
variable; that is the factor of the degree of childhood exposure to 
Negr oes. Table 9 compares Mormons with non-Mormons i n their attitudes 
toward Negroes and others, according to this fa ctor. Here, for the first 
t ime, we get some evidence that a secular fact or might be more i mportant 
than the reli gious one as a determinant of ethnic attitudes. ~o be sure, 
with so many of our respondents, particularly _ Mormon ones, in the "zer o" 
cate gory of exposure to Negroes, very small sub-samples are left in th e 
remaining columns . However, the results are suggestive. Let us look 
first at the "zero" column in Table 9. Ther 1 are the respondents who 
say that they had no exposure to Negroes whi le they were growing up . 
Mormcns are more likely than non-Mormons to hold negative attitudes to-
ward Negroes and the others on seven of the nine items, and most of the 
per cmtag -p oint differences are quite large. Now let us look at the 
"hi gl" col umn, where we have the respondents indicating a large degree 
of clildhood exposure to Negroes (which implies here having had Negroes 
as c:ose friends). The rate of negative responses for Mormons is now 
TABLE 9: DIFFERENCES IN ATTITUDES TOWARD NEGROES AND OTHERS BY RELIGIOUS AFFILIATION, 
WITH CHILDHOOD EXPOSURE TO NffiROES CONTROLLED 
(Figures are per cent s in each category answering "agree strongl y" or "agree somewhat") 
Ra.nk on Scale of Childhood Zero Low Medium High 
Exposure to Negroes LDS~n-LDS LDS Non-LDS LDS Non-LDS LDS Non-LDS 
Indicators of Prejudice 
1. Negroes have inferior intelligence 31% 23% 50% 15% N 8% 10% 21% 
2. Negroes don't care for property 70% 46% 100% 45% 0 46% 32,t 17% 
J. Negroes don't work hard enough 65% 23% 89% 42,l; C 23% 21% 33% 
A 
Indicators of Discrimination s 
E 
4. Would be glad to have a Negro s 
to dinner 65% 54% 39% 80% 85% 68% 87% 
5. Whites and Negroes should attend 
separate churches 38% 23% 61% 20% 23% Jzt 17% 
6. Would move out if Negroes moved 
in 54% 46% 61% 33% 8% 21% 38% 
7. Would move out if Orientals 
moved in 23% 23% 11% 7% 4% 10% 17% 
8. Would move out if Indians 
moved in 25% 15% 28% 9% 4% 10% 29% 
9. Would move out if Mexicans 
moved in 40% 38% 50% 16% 15% 10% 13% 
N's (100%) = 297 13 18 55 0 26 19 24 
v) 
N 
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lower t han that for non-Mormons on all but three of the items. In 
ot her words, while having had childhood exposure to Negroes tends to 
re duce negative feeling toward various ethnic groups for both Mormons 
and non-Mormons, the effect is far stronger upon the Mormons, for it 
virtually "wipes out" all of the uniquely Mormon race prejudice that 
we have been seeing in the previous tables. When we look at all of th e 
colum.~s of the table, instead of just the two extreme ones, another 
in t eresting development occurs: The effect of childhood exposure seems 
t o be a curvilinear one for both Mormons and non-Monnons, but with the 
curves going in opposite directions !'or the two groups . For the Mor-
mons, the rate of negative feeling toward the ethnic groups first goes 
:!!.E from the "zero" to the "low" column, and then down in the "hig h" 
column. For th e non-Mormons, th e rate of negative feeling tends first 
~ drop from t he "zero" to th e "medium" column, but then to rise some-
what in the "high" column. These rather peculiar statistical develop-
ments may be simply functions of the small, unstable sub- eamples . On 
the other hand, they may be a reflection of differences in the circum-
st ances under which Mormons and non-Mormons have bsen exposed to Negro es. 
In any case, the main import of the tabl e is to be seen in the comparison 
between its two extreme columns . 
The same import, and the same general statistical patterns, come 
across in Table 10, which shows us the effects of childhood exposure 
t o Negroes upon social distance preferences toward the various ethnic 
groups. Here again, the differences between Mormons and non-Mormons 
t end either to disappear or to reverse themselves at the "hig h" level 
of childhood exposure to Negroes. The main exceptions are with re gar d 
t o the fictitious "ethnic" groups. Even in the "zero" column, the 
scores for Mormons and non-Mormons ar e very similar. Again, as in Table 
TABLE lO: DIFFERENCES IN SOCIAL DISTANCE PREFERENCES TOWARD CERTAIN ETHNIC GROUPS, BY RElI }IOUS 
AFFILIATION, WITH CHILDHOOD EXPOSURE TO NEGROES CONTROLLED 
(Figures are mean scores from a range l to 7 on the Bogardus Social Distance Scale) 
Rank on Scale of Childhood Zero Low Medium High 
Exposure to Negroes LDS -----ifo"n-LDS LOS Non-LDS LDS Non-LDS LDS Non-LDS 
Selected Ethnic Groups 
1. Chinese 2.6 2.5 2.3 1.9 N 2,0 1.9 1.6 
0 
2. 11Grenovians 11 2.8 2.7 3,8 1.5 2.0 2.7 2.4 
C 
3. American Indians 2.2 2.2 2.0 1.6 A 1.7 1. 7 1.7 
s 
4- Japanese 2.4 2.l 2.1 1.8 E 1.9 2. 0 1.5 
s 
5, Jews 2.2 1.9 2.0 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.6 
6. 11 Jacobins" 3,0 2.9 4,7 1.5 2.2 2.7 2.8 
7. Mexicans 2.3 2.9 2,8 1.6 1.9 l.6 2.0 
8. Negroes 3.2 3.l 3.5 1.8 2.3 2.0 2,3 
9. 11Rovenians 11 2.9 2.6 5,3 1.5 2.2 2.5 2.0 
N' s (100%) = 297 13 l8 55 0 26 19 24 
I 
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9, there is some tendency for the two different curvilinear pattern s 
we obs erved, but not so much so . 
Considering Tables 9 and 10 together, although the small and sta-
tis tically unstable sub-samples require us to be cautious, there does 
seem to be clear evidence that the secular factor (namely, childhood 
expofure to Negroes) is this time more important than the religious 
one , I ndeed, among those whose childhood exposure to Negroes has been 
hi gh, religious affiliation makes no consistent difference at all . Our 
small sub-samples did not allow us to control for the other religious 
factor of strong belief vs. doubt among the Mormons, as we were able 
to do previously. However, we did determine that the overwhelmin g 
majority of the Mormon sub-samples in all categories of childhood ex-
posure were strong believers in the Church's Negro policy, so it is 
unlikely that controlling for this other religious factor would have 
made much change in the general purport of Tables 9 or 10.35 
35one might understandably wonder about the procedure, refle cted 
in Tables 9 and 10, of using childhood exposure toward Negroes in~-
tic ular as a determinant of attitudes toward other ethnic groups in 
gener al . The rationale here derives from the work of Allport and othe r s 
who see prejudice as a generalized personality trait, rather than a 
gr oup-specific one. Furthermore, it might be reasoned in a kind of a 
fortiri way that feeling toward Negroes is likely to represent the ex-
treme of prejudice for most white Americans. 
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CONCWSIONS 
We have considered the probable importance of three kinds of in-
dependent variables as detenninants of attitudes toward Negroes and 
ot her ethnic groups. One of these cons i sted of the religious factors 
of affiliation and belief in the LDS doctrine and policy about Negroes . 
The other two variables were secular ones: degree of presumptive 
secularization, and degree of childhood exposure to Negroes. Our find-
ings were somewhat in contrast to those reported by Mauss in an earlier 
study, which had found that such secularizing factors as education and 
urban origin intervened to reduce or eliminate the differences between 
orthodox Mormons and others in attitudes toward Negroes.36 In the 
present study, on the other hand, these secular factors seemed to have 
no independent effect, for the differences between strongly believing 
Mormons and others remained great at all levels of our Scale of Pre-
sumptive Secularization. 
At the same time, however, this study identified another important 
secular determinant of race attitudes that had been overlooked in the 
pervious study : namely, t he degree of childhood exposure to Negroes. 
This factor had the same ki nd of effect in the present study that edu-
cation and urban origin had had in the earlier study, which was virtually 
to eliminate religious factors as explanations of the differences be-
tween Mormons and non-Mormons in their attitudes toward ethnic minority 
grou ps. Such a finding is very much in accord with the other studies 
36cf. footnote 30. 
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which have examined exposure to Negroes as a depressant of ethnic prej-
udice . J . Milton Yinger, in particular, has developed what he calls 
"th e contact hypothesis" out of his work in this area.37 The impor-
tan ce, indeed, of this factor of exposure to ethnic groups might help 
us explain the rather surpr i sin g fact that in our LOS sample, advanced 
education seemed to have no effect on ethnic prejudice. It is probably 
re asonable to suppose that the great majority of highly educated Logan 
r esidents, at least those with degrees beyond the Bachelor's, are 
faculty members at Utah State University. If this is the case, then 
a look at the faculty roster in the back of the 1968-69 USU General 
Catalo g has some highl y r elevant information for us: of the approx-
imately 800 faculty members listed there, a third took one of their 
degrees (usually the Bachelor's) at either Utah State or another Utah 
in stitution. Another third took two or~ of their degrees in Utah. 
Two-thirds, then, of perhaps the most highly educated people in Logan 
probably received all of their education up through college in a locale 
which allowed them virtually no exposure to Negroes or other exotic 
ethnic groups. This observation suggests a new hypothesis for inves-
t ig ation regarding the importance of education in the formation of 
ra ce attitudes : namely, that it is not education~~ which reduces 
the tendency toward prejudice, but only education in hetrogeneous 
cultural and ethnic settings. 
I n reflecting upon the implications of these findings for the 
hypotheses advanced on page 10 herein, one could say tha t all of the 
37J . Milton Yinger, "Beyond Legal Equality: The Contact Hypoth-
esis," in A Mi.norit Grau in American Societ {New York: McGraw-
Hill Co., 19 5, p . 119; see also the citations in footnotes 17 through 
25, herein. 
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hypotheses have been at least partially confirmed by this study. As 
per hypothesis No. 1, secular factors such as education and place of 
origin did have the predicted effect, although much less so for Mormons 
than for non-Mormons. The second hypothesis, too, was borne out through 
most of the study; the religious factors of Mormon affiliation and 
strong belief in the Mormon policy on Negroes remained positively related 
to race prejudice even 1.ith controls for the secular influences men-
tioned in the first hypothesis . However, the third hypothesis, regarding 
the effects of early exposure to Negroes, was also borne out, so strongly, 
in fact, as to practically eliminate the independent influence of the 
religious factors. 
As for policy implications, the results of this study would seem 
to argue st r ongly for a deliberate program, sponsored by the political, 
business, ci vic, and religious leaders of Logan, to encourage the infl u,· 
of middle-class Negro families into the community. There is no way 
that the critical depressant of race prejudice uncovered in this study, 
namely chil dhood exposure to Negroes, can be operative otherwise. 
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APPENDIX 
Dear Friend: 
We in the Sociology Department at USU are f r eq uently asked how we 
think the people of Logan feel a bout certain social and po l itica l questions , 
includin g the question of t h e ir fee lin gs toward people of vario u s racia l 
and national groups . There i s much speculation about Logan peop l e in 
these regards, particularly among foreign students a nd oth e r visitors to 
the city. We tend to fee l that eve r yo ne is entitled to believe as he 
wishes on these matt e rs, but we don't r ea lly know how our corrnnuni t y fee l s 
on many questions. 
ln a n effort to compil e acc urat e statis tic s a bout local be l iefs an d 
attitudes, we hav e prepared the a ttach ed questionnaire and have se l ecte d 
a random sample of p eople to answer it . It can be completed in ha l f a n 
hour or l ess . If our findin gs are to be scientifical l y sound an d to 
r ef lect acc urat e l y the real fee lin gs of t he community in ge ne ra l, we wil l 
have t o have all the questionnaires compl e t ed and returned, so we earnestly 
hope you will be kind enough to cooperale with us; for your opinions (no 
matter wha t they are) arc ju st as valuable as a nyon e e ls e ' s to us. You 
wil l noti ce that you are not as ked to identify yourself by name o r in any 
other way, so that you can be ass ured of compl ete privacy. We are not 
inter este d in knowing which person answered a question in which way; we 
want only s tatistics. If you s hould object to answe ring any question , you 
may fee l f ree to skip it a~d go on, but we hop e you wi ll do your best to 
give a frank and compl ete answer to eac h question. 
Most of the questions can be answered with a check mark (v) , an 1 x ' , 
or a circl ed number, but you may fee l free to e laborate upon any answer 
by writing in th e margins, When you have f inish ed f i l ling out the 
questionnaire, pl ease enclose it in th e acc ompanying post - paid enve l ope 
and mail it back to us. Please do not put your name on th e enve l ope or 
otherwis e identi fy it. Separately, you s hou l d a l so mail back the l i ttl e 
post card, which wi l l te l l us only that you have returned the qu est i on -
na ir e . This wi l l help us to know which pe rsons to send reminders to l ater 
o n. 
We fee l su r e that a study of this kind will be a gr eat he lp to us i n 
advising and informing our students and visitors, a nd we hope t hat yo u 
will cooperate with us in our search for accurate info r mation a nd und er -
stan d ing . 
Sincere.1.J 
Armand L: r1auss 
Assoc i a t e Professor of Sociol ogy 
Project Director 
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J. AS A RESULT OF EXPERIENCES AND IMPRESSIONS THAT WE HAVE HAD REGARDING 
VARIOUS NATIONAL AND RACIAL GROUPS, MOST OF US HAVE COME TO FEEL CLOSER 
AND MORE FRIENDLY TOWARD SOME GROUPS THAN TOWARD OTHERS. WE WOULD LIKE 
TO HAVE SOME IDEA HOW CLOSE YOU FEEL TOWARD THE GROUPS LISTED BELOW ON 
THE LEFT. ACROSS THE TOP ARE LISTED SEVEN KINDS OF SOCIAL CONTACTS. 
PLEASE CIRCLE ALL THE NUMBERS INDICATING WHICH SOCIAL CONTACTS YOU ARE 
WILLING TO HAVEWITH EACH GROUP. FOR SOME GROUPS YOU MAY WANT TO CIRCLE 
ONLY ONE NUMBER, BUT FOR OTHER GROUPS SEVERAL NUMBERS. PLEASE INDICATE 
YOUR FIRST FEELING REACTIONS IN EACH CASE, AND GIVE YOUR REACTIONS TO 
EACH RACE AS f2. GROUP, RATHER THAN TO THE BEST OR WORST MEMBERS OF IT 
THAT YOU MAY HA VE KNOWN, 
Would Woul d 
have work Would Would 
Would Would as in have have Woul d 
marry have next same onl y as only as debar 
into as door of f ice speaking v isi tors from 
this c l ose neigh- or acq uaint - to my my 
group friends bors room ances nation nation 
Annenians (1) 3 4 6 7 
Amer i cans ( 2) 3 4 6 7 
(U. S. whites) 
Chin ese (3) 1 3 4 5 6 7 
Czechs (4) 1 3 4 5 6 7 
Engli sh (5) 1 3 4 5 6 7 
Filip in os (6) 1 3 4 6 7 
Fr ench (7) 1 2 3 4 6 7 
Gennans (8) 1 2 3 4 6 7 
Gr eeks (9) 1 2 3 4 6 7 
Grenovians ( 10 ) 2 3 4 6 7 
In di ans (ll) 2 3 4 6 7 
(American) 
Indians ( 12) 2 4 5 6 
(of India) 
Italians (13) 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Ja panese (14) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Jews (15) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Jacobins ( 16) 1 2 3 4 6 7 
Mexicans ( 17) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Negroes ( 18) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Pol es ( 19) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Rovenians (20) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Russians (21) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Turks (22) 2 3 4 6 7 
2 
II. AS A CHILD OR YOUTH, DID YOU EVER PLAY WITH ANY YOUNGSTERS FROM ANY OF 
THE FOLLOWING GROUPS? IF SO, HOW OFTEN? PLEASE INDICATE BY CIRCLING 
THE ONE APPROPRIATE NUMBER FOR EACH GROUP. 
Frequently Occasi onally Rarely Never 
----
Orientals (Japanese, (23) 1 2 3 4 
Chinese, Korean, etc.) 
Jews (24) 1 2 3 4 
American Indians (25) 1 2 3 4 
Negroes (26) 1 2 3 4 
Mexicans (27) 1 2 3 4 
Arabs (28) 1 2 3 4 
East Indians (29) 1 2 3 4 
Others? 
(Please specify: (30) 1 2 3 4 
(3 1) ) 
III. WHILE YOU WERE GROWING UP, AMONG WHICH OF THESE GROUPS, IF ANY, DID YOU 
HAVE ANY CLOSE FRIENDS OR NEIGHBORS? CIRCLE ONE NUMBER IN EACH CASE. 
PEOPLE FROM THESE GROUPS WERE AMONG MY: 
Neighbors Close Friends Both Neith e r 
Ori en tals (32) 1 2 3 4 
Jews (33) 1 2 3 4 
American Indians (34) 1 2 3 4 
Negroes (35) 1 2 3 4 
Mexicans (36) 1 2 3 4 
Arabs (3 7) 1 2 3 4 
East Indians (38) 1 2 3 4 
Others? 
(Please specify: (39) 1 2 3 4 
(40) ) 
3 
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IV, A, SUPPOSE YOU OWNED YOUR OWN HOME AND SEVERAL NEGRO FAMILIES MOVED 
INTO tOUR BLOCK. FRANKLY, WOULD YOU BE APT TO MOVE ELSEWHERE IF 
YOU COULD GET A FAIR PRICE FOR YOUR HOUSE? 
(41) 1. would a l most certain l y move 
2.- - woul d probably move 
3 .__pro bably would not move 
4 . __ a l most certainly wou ld not move 
B. WHAT IF SEVERAL ORIENTAL FAMILIES MOVED IN? 
(42) 1. would a l most certa inly move 
2 .-- would probably move 
) .__p robably would not move 
4. __ a l most certain ly woul d not move 
C. WHAT lF SEVERAL AMERICAN INDIAN FAMILIES MOVED IN? 
(43) 1. woul d a lmost certain ly move 
2 .-- woul d probably move 
3 .__p robably would not move 
4 . __ a l most certainly would not move 
D. WHAT IF SEVERAL MEXICAN FAMILIES MOVED IN? 
(44) 1. woul d a lmost ce rtainly move 
2. -- would prob ab ly move 
3 .--prob ably woul d not move 
4. - a lmost certainly woul d not move 
E. HAVE YOU TRAVELED OR LIVED IN A FOREIGN COUNTRY? IF SO, UNDER 
WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES? 
(45) 1. milit ary 
2 .--mi ssionary 
3 .-- tourist 
4 
4 , oth er 
5 .--no, I ' ve never be e n to a 
-- fore i gn co untr y 
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V. AS YOU UNDOUBTEDLY KNOW, RACE RELATIONS BETWEEN NEGROES AND WHIT ES HAVE BEEN 
VERY MUCH IN THE NEWS OF LATE. BELOW ARE SEVERAL STATEMENTS WHICH PEOPLE 
HAVE MADE REGARDING RACE RELATIONS. PLEASE READ EACH ONE AND CIRCLE THE ONE 
NUMBER WHICH INDICATES TO WHAT EXTENT YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE WITH I T. --... 
Agr ee Disagree 
Agree some-
strong ly what 
(46) It ' s too bad, but in gene r a l 
Negroes seem to have inferior in -
te lli gence when compared to whi tes 1 
(47) Negro es ough t to have the same 
rights a nd opportun iti es as others 
in society . . • . . . . . . • . . • • . • • . . . . • . 1 
(48) Negroes shou l d hav e the same chance 
in this town as whit e people to ge t 
a good education ............ . .... 1 
(49) Negro schoo l s and co ll eges are ge ner-
a lly i n ferio r to white sc hool s and 
co ll eges in this cou ntr y .... .. .. . 1 
(50) IQ may more genera ll y r ef l ect a 
chi l d ' s envi r onment than hi s na tive 
ab ilit y . . . . . • • • • . • • • . . • . • • . . . . . . . 1 
(51) It would pro bably be better fo r 
whites and Negro es in eac h denomi -
nation to atte nd separate churc hes 
or wards ..... . .... . .. . .......... . 
(52) Most Negro nei ghborh ood s a r e ru n 
down becaus e Negro e s s impl y don ' t 
ta ke ca r e of property • ... . ..•. • .. 
(53) I wi s h that Neg ro es could be given 
the Pri es th ood in the LDS Churc h. 
(54) Negroes have made notab l e contribu -
t i ons to t he growt h and pro gre s s of 
this countr y . .•.. •. . . •• . . •.•..•.. 
(55) I would be gl ad to have a Neg ro for 
dinn er in my home • .• • .. • •..•..•.. 
(56) A lot of Neg ro es blam e whit e peop l e 
for th e ir positio n i n li fe , but the 
ma in prob l em i s t hat the ave rag e 
Negro do es n ' t work ha rd enou gh in 
s choo l and in his job . . ... .. . •..• 
(57) Such non-violent meas ur es as sit -
ins an d pi cket in g hav e he lp ed tn e 
Neg ro ' s ca us e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
some- Disagree No 
what st rongly opinion 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
3 4 5 
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VI. SOMETIMES WHEN WE KNOW SOMETHING ABOUT A PERSON' S BASIC POLITICAL, SOCIAL, 
OR RELIGIOUS BELIEFS, IT HELPS US TO UNDERSTAND BETTER HIS OUTLOOK ON 
OTHER RACIAL GROUPS. IN THIS PART OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE, WE WILL ASK YOU 
AWUT SOME OF THESE THINGS. REMEMBERING THAT YOUR PRIVACY AND IDENTITY 
ARE STRICTLY PROTECTED, PLEASE ANSWER THE QUESTIONS IN THIS SECTION AS 
FRANKLY AND FULLY AS YOU CAN. 
A. Politically speaking , in whic h of the following categories woul d you 
place yourself? 
(58) 1. liberal Democrat 
2. moderate Democrat 
3. conservative Democrat 
-- 7 . independent 
4 . l ibera l Republican 
5 .-- moderate Repub l ican 
6 .= conservative Republi can 
8 . other (pl ease indicate: _ _ _ __ ____ _ 
B. Now, for each of the fo llo wing statements, please circle the one 
numbe r that best indicates your degree of agreement or disagreement 
with it: 
(59) The House Committee on Un-
American Activities ought to be 
supported and e ncouraged in th e 
work that it is doing ........ . 
(60) It is only right and just for 
the government to provide 
medical care for the poor and 
aged .. . ........ , •............. 
(61) In th e past 25 years or so, this 
country has moved dangerously 
close to socialism ... ..... . .. . 
(62) As they are run now, labor unions 
probably do th e coun try more harm 
than good , , , , .. , . , . , , , , , . , , , , . 
(63) Churches should stick to religion 
and not concern themselves with 
social or political issues like 
civil rights ................ .. 
(64) All things considered, the John 
Birch Society probably does 
more good than harm .......... . 
(65) The best way to end the war in 
Viet -Nam is probably to apply 
en ough military pressure to make 
the enemy give up, even if this 
means risking a bigger war 
Agree 
strongly 
Agree Disagree 
so me - so me -
what _ .:.:w"'h.:::a.=.t_ 
Disagree No 
strong l y op inion 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
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VII . NOW, JUST A FEW QUESTIONS ON YOUR RELIGIOU S CONNECTI ONS AND OUTLOOKS: 
A. Of which of r h e f o ll owin g d en omina tiorsdo you consid e r yo urs e l f a 
memb e r ? 
(66) 1 . __ Bapti s t 6 . Chu r ch of Chris t 
2 . Lu th e ran 7 . __ Pr es byt erian 
3 . Roma n Ca tho l ic 8 . Uni t a ri a n 
4 . __ L.D. S . (Mor mon) 9 . __ Episcop a l 
S . Je hov ah ' s Witn esses 10. Methodis t 
11. __ 0 th e r (p l ease s p ec i fy : _________ ) 
1 2 . __ No fo rmal r e li g ious aff ili a tion 
B. About how oft e n do yo u a tt e nd th e Sunday se rvic es of your chu r ch? 
(67) 1. s e ld om ] . __ o ccas i ona lly 
2 . __ r eg ul ar l y 4 . n e ver or a lmo s t never 
C. Do yo u hold a ny position, offi ce , or r es pon s ibilit y in you r ch urch? 
Pl e ase indicat e wha t, if a ny: 
(68) 1. __ Pastor (includi ng bi s hop , minist e r, p ri e st , or o th e r 
c l e r gy) . 
2 . Head or off i ce r in a church a uxililary o r ga ni zat ion o r 
church commi ttee . 
3 . __ Teac h e r in a Sund ay Sc h oo l, yo uth or ga niza t ion , or 
oth e r ch ur c h organi za tion . 
4 . Choir membe r . 
S . Member of a c hur c h co mmitte e or s taff o f an a uxili a ry 
organization . 
6 . __ Simp l y a church membe r -- no spec i a l p osit i on . 
D. We al l know t ha t dif fe r ent peop l e have d iff e r e nt beli ef s a bout 
c e rtain basi c r e li g i ous qu es tion s , a nd th a t thes e b e li efs a r e so me -
t imes re l ated to fee li n gs a bout o t he r thing s in li fe . As y ou think, 
for exampl e , about your b e li efs towa rd Jes u s , which of th e f ollowing 
stat ement s wou ld come c lo sest to ex pr e ss in g wh a t you b e l ieve abo u t 
him? 
(69) 1 . __ Jes us i s t he Di vin e Son of God, born of a v ir g in, a nd I 
hav e no doubts a b out it . 
2. Whi l e I have some doubt s , I fee l ba s i ca lly that Jes u s 
is Divine . 
3 . I f ee l th a t Jes us was a g r ea t man a nd very ho l y , but I 
--don' t fee l He i s a ny mor e th e Son of God th a n a ll of us 
a r e chi l dr en of God . 
4 . __ I think Je sus was on l y a man, a l t h ough an ext r ao rdin ary 
one . 
5 . __ Fran kl y , I ' m no t quit e sur e what to b e l i eve a bout Je sus, 
6 . Non e of t he a bove r epr ese nts what I b e li e ve : I 
--b e li e ve: 
-------------------------(p l ease writ e in bri ef l y) 
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E. How do you fee l about the practice fou nd in some chu r ches o f with-
ho l ding the Priesthood or other church office from minority g roup 
members such as Negroes? 
(70 ) 1. 
2 . 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 . 
l believe that i f this practice is God 's will, expressed 
-- through His prophets or du l y ordained au th oriti e s, we 
shou ld go along with it whether we understand it or not. 
l believe that this practice is wrong, but that it is not 
-- up to me to try to c han ge it . 
l believe that we sho uld a ll wor k to e limin ate such 
-- discriminatory pr ac tic es . 
I be li eve that if a certain c hur ch wants to have suc h 
-- a prac t i ce, it is no one e ls e ' s business. 
__ I don' t know what to be li eve about this question. 
___ None of th e above cho i ces represents my position; my 
fee lin gs are as fo llows: ______________ _ 
VlII . FINALLY, WE SHOULD LIKE TO KNOW JUST A FEW THINGS ABOUT YOUR BACKGROUND. 
A. Where were you mostly r e ared? 
(71) 1. Cache Valley 
2. -- Els ewhere in Utah 
3. -- Pacific Coast 
4. __ Mountain States 
5 . Other western stat e s 
6 .-- Els ewhere in the U.S . 
--7. __ 0ther country or area (please list): ______ _ 
B. List the number of children you have: (72) 
C. Your age: (73) 
D. Sex: Mal e __ Female __ (74) 
E. Marita 1 status: 
(75) 1. Mar ri ed 
2 .-- Srngl e 
3 . Separated 
F . Education: 
(76) 1. Some hi gh schoo l 
2 .-- High school 
3. = Some co ll ege 
4 . Divorced 
5 . Widowed 
4 . Coll ege g r ad uat e 
5 .-- Some post - gra duat e work 
6 .-- 0ne or more post-graduate 
-- degrees 
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G. What is th e occupation of the head of yo ur fa mily (or of th e 
" Br eadw inn er ") ? 
Now lookin g at th e li st be lo w, f in d the ca t eg ory which comes 
clos es t to f ittin g thi s occ upation an d chec k th e a pprop r i a t e item: 
(77) 1 . __ Cl e ric a l a nd rel a t ed wor k ers (s uch as bookk eepe rs, 
st e nograph e rs, cashi er s , ma il ca rriers, shi pping clerks, 
secretaries , ticket age nts, t e l ephon e op e rators, etc . ) 
2 . __ Craftsmen, fo rem en , a nd r el a t ed work ers (such a s 
bakers, car pent e r s , mason s , shoemaker s , e l ec tricians , 
cement work e r s , mecha nics) . 
3 . _ _ Laborers (con s tru ct ion, man ufa c turin g , fa rm workers, 
and oth er industri es) . 
4 . __ 0p eratives and r e l a t ed wor ke r s (such as de liv ery men, 
chauffers , l aundry worke r s , f ac tory work er s , bus 
driv ers, min e work ers , mot ermen, meat cutters , e tc . ) . 
5 . Priv a te hou seho ld wor k er s and domes t ics. 
6. __ Pro fes sional and kindre d workers ( such as teac h e rs, 
editors, denti sts , c lergymen, pro fess ors, doctors , 
lawy e r s , nurs es , li bra ri a ns , soc i a l work ers , e tc.). 
7 . __ Propri e tor s , ma nage rs a nd off i c i a l s (suc h as public 
of f ici a l s, buy ers , f loor ma nagers , owner s or op e rators, 
of small business es , c r edit managers, etc . ) . 
8 . __ Sa~es work e r s ( s uch as sa l e smen, insurance agen ts, r ea l 
es tate agents, stoc k and bo nd sa l es men, news vendors , 
e tc . ). 
9. _ _ Servic e workers ( such as fire men, poli cemen, barbers , 
bea uticians, custodi a ns, waite rs, ushe r s , pr act ica l 
nurses, cooks, bartende r s an d c ount e r worke r s) . 
10. __ Farmers and fa rm ma na ge rs . 
11 . __ Techn i ca l work e rs (e l ec tronic s , da t a pr ocess in g , 
dental hygiene, medi ca l a nd e ngin ee rin g t ec hni ci a ns, 
e tc . ) . 
12. Oth ers (pl ease specify ): 
------------- - - --
H. What was the a pproximat e s iz e of th e community in which you were 
raised? 
(78) 1. r a ised on a farm 
2. a town of l ess th a n 2 , 500 person s (not a suburb of 
l arge city) 
3 . a town of a bout 20,000 pe rsons (no t a s uburb) (a plac e 
something lik e Logan) 
4 . a town of up to 50,000 pe r so ns (not a s uburb) 
5 . a c ity of up to 100,000 perso ns 
6 . a c ity of 100,000 to 300,000 person s 
7 . a city of mor e than 300,0 00 but l ess than a million 
pe rson s 
8 . a city of a millio n or more pe rson s 
9 . a su burb of a c it y of up to a bout 300,0 00 persons 
10. a su burb of a c it y of mor e than 300,000 pers ons 
9 
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work in hi.story at Oregon Col le ge of Education, 1965; studied 
in th e Bank Stre et College of Education, New York City, New 
York, in gui dance, 1965-66; pursued speech patholo gy in the 
Washin gton State Unive rsity, 1967; completed requir e,1:,nts 
for the Master of Scie nce degree, specializin g en hi story , 
soc i olo gy and anthropology, at Utah State Universit y i.n 1968. 
Prof,,ss i anal F.xperie nce: 1955 to present , teache r and Dir ector 
of ''cart in" , Caddo Paris h School System, Shreveport, Louis .ian a, 
,n the Bethune Jun i or and Senior High School, 4331 Henry 
Street, Shreveport, Louisi ana. 
